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CSS Develops Three Cams In One

T

he way the bow market is
going these days, it’s hard to
know if the next customer
walking through the door is going to

The new version of the CSS Challenger
from Richwood Archery carries the threeway cam system that is being introduced
to retailers at the ATA Show in Atlanta this
January. Popular with hunters and competitors alike, this bow is available in 37,
39 and 41 inch lengths.
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want to look at twin cams, hybrids or
the long-popular single cams. Then
again, he or she could be open to all
three, which is one of two big reasons the CSS brand from Richwood
Archery is being built around a new
T.A.C. or Trinary Articulated Cam.
ArrowTrade’s Jon Silks had a
chance to test one of the first T.A.C.
models assembled at the Richwood
Archery plant in Huntington, West
Virginia, and his comprehensive
review is included in this issue. As
ArrowTrade’s Editor, I was pleased
that Chuck Nease trusted our evaluation of that brand new model and
gave me insights into what’s behind
the design.
Modular eccentrics have long
been popular, but this veteran bow
designer, the vice-president at
Richwood Archery, went well beyond
replaceable elements that vary draw
length. With the Trinary Articulated
Cam, sections of the cam are
removed or replaced to give you the
tracks needed to harness the bow
one of three ways. Say you’re a diehard twin cam fan who just believes
that power system has advantages in

speed or accuracy. (The Encore II as
a twin cam tested at a very fast 235.5
fps.) You can order your Encore II,
your longer Challengers and your
compact Swampmasters as twin
cam bows. But then also order some
of the $25 dealer cost conversion
kits, because in minutes you can
make one of those twin cams a
hybrid for someone who has heard
about the Darton C.P.S., the Hoyt
Cam & 1/2, or the other variations on
the market.
If you’ve got a bow press and
know how to replace a string, Nease
said it takes just minutes to switch
from twin cam to the hybrid known
as OS3. “The conversion kit for this
contains one return string and one
module. You replace a module with
the string module, take the cable off,
put the return string on and you’re
ready to go. You don’t even have to
adjust the nocking point.”
Going from twin cam to single
cam is just as easy. Your conversion
kit contains a string and module,
and the cam base at top becomes
your idler. Things are only slightly
more complicated if you’ve ordered
a 2006 CSS set up as a
one-cam (OS1), and
want to sell it as a twin
CSS bows by Richwood
Archery use a new TAC
(Trinary Articulated Cam)
whose replaceable elements allow you to shoot
it as a one-cam, twin cam
or hybrid. Dealer cost on
the conversion kits that
include the element and
cable or string is just $25.
This close-up (left) shows
the upper cam on a bow
with Tunerz on limb and
string. Bow Tunerz come
four to a package and
can strap or riser on
limbs.
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cam (designated OS2). There your
conversion kit contains a longer axle
to accept the yoke fittings.
“Everything works off the same
eight draw length modules, so everything is interchangeable,” Nease
said. “If you’ve got a dealer who gets
in six of our bows, with a set of eight
draw-length modules, he’s got a lot
of combinations.”
This is the third year that the CSS
line has been built by Richwood
Archery, and Nease credits President
Rich Stoll and the resources of the
parent firm, Richwood Industries,
for making the brand more dealer
friendly. It’s hard to imagine providing retailers with more flexibility
than this new T.A.C. offers. For the
CSS brand, this new approach supplies a platform for continued
improvements in smoothness and
speed by making refinements in the
elements. The T.A.C. gives the company a base to build on, and means
the CSS bows you order this year
aren’t going to become outdated by
new models in 2007.
If you’re new to CSS, you’ll want
to look first at the Encore II, the
Challenger, and the Swampmaster.
The Encore II comes in two limb
lengths, providing bow lengths of 33
or 35 inches. Your hunters will use
Mossy Oak Obsession, or you can
order with black or silver limbs with
riser anodized in gloss Platinum,
Blue Marble, Red Marble or Black.
The Swampmaster comes 30, 32
and 34 inches, so you can fit it to
your customers in more ways than
one. The 30-inch goes from 23 to 30
in draw length, while the 34 reaches
all the way out to 32 inches draw
length. This bow combines a generous 7 inch brace height with IBO
speeds over 300 fps, so it’s popular
both with hunters and with shortdraw archers who compete with it on
3-D courses.
The Challenger shown at far left
comes 37, 39 or 41 inches in axle to
axle, and is popular with 3-D and
tournament shooters as well as
hunters who prefer a more stabile
bow or one that feels good when
shot with fingers.
Get more details at (304) 7813945 or at ATA booth #661.
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Martin Trims Mass On New Bows

M

artin has put some of its best-selling bows on a
diet for 2006, figuring out ways to carve more
ounces of aluminum away without affecting
riser strength or the stylish contours. It has also
improved the Vibration Escape Modules that help make
its compounds pleasant to shoot, and revised grip angles
on some models so more customers can shoot them with

Martin’s
new Cougar
is the C4, here
with Magnum
limbs and
single Dynacam.
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The new
version
ShadowCat
is more reflexed
for more speed. It’s
a ShadowCat Extreme.

good form. And it’s done all this while launching a whole
new premium bow brand, Rytera, that’s designed by the
same father-son team and built at the plant in Walla
Walla, Washington.
Gail and Eva Martin founded Martin Archery in 1951,
and still come into the office every day they aren’t traveling or on vacation. Their sons Dan (now retired) and
Terry are almost as well-known in the industry. Terry
divides his time between bow design for Martin, and
heading his own home-based business that oversees
two of archery’s most popular sites, archerytalk.com
and archeryhistory.com.
Since Gail is more interested in his beloved traditional bows built at the Yakima plant, ArrowTrade interviewed Ryan Martin, Terry’s son, and Terry himself.
Ryan, Terry and the key staffers that assist them form a
Martin Archery design team that makes up in experience and patents what it lacks in engineering degrees.
Ryan talked first about the Slayer Extreme, the new
version of the SlayR introduced in the 2004 line. At that
time Martin called the bow “the most accurate ‘power’
bow in the world” and professional shooters like Peggy
Watkins have had a lot of success with it. This high-end
model sold better than expected, in part because customers appreciated all the contouring that had been
done on the complicated riser. “We really thought we’d
only have a year or two before other bow companies
began to imitate all the rounding and three-dimensional work,” Ryan said. “They didn’t, and we’re grateful.”
They didn’t, Terry suggested later, because some
other firms focus on minimizing what they’re paying for
risers or on how long that riser is being cut on their own
CNC machines. The Martins are more focused on what
they can build into a bow in terms of style and performance, not how much production cost they can trim
out of it, especially at the upper price ranges where the
Slayer Extreme resides.
That’s the name of the new version, which looks
even better after losing about 3/4 of a pound from the
machined-from-billet riser. As part of that process, the
high grip (preferred by some pro shooters) was changed
to the 17 degree angle most archers find more comfortable. Another big change was in the Vibration Escape
Modules. The two large ones, behind each riser end, are
now made of a domed, gray material that contains it’s
own suspended weight. The polymer is soft enough that
your customer can press on it and feel the weight suspended inside. The VEM as it’s called, is covered by one
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of more than 25 patents that bears the name “Terry Martin.”
Other Pro Series models full service retailers will see changed include the
Cougar III and Phantom II, known for 2006 by the C4 and P3 designations. The
shape of the Cougar III riser was retained but the grip was moved rearward
and changed to the 17 degree angle. “That sets the weight of the bow back a
little further in the hand,” Ryan explained, “we really want it centered over the
archer’s hand.” If you have an archer who’s happy with a higher 23 degree grip,
you can order many 2006 Martin models with a wooden Pro Grip 23. The
wooden Pro Grip has the 17 degree angle. A third grip option, which costs the
same as the other two, is a Thermal Elite grip which combines inlaid grips
with waterproof leather that wraps the riser on the face and back.
The C4 and P3 get the new VEMs
that do a better job of taming noise and
vibration, and the affordable “Phantom”
that’s popular with short-draw shooters
has also been lightened for this year.
“The angles and geometry of the bow
itself have been retained,” Ryan said.
Two of the seven VEMs in the
ShadowCat are the new weight-suspension versions, and that bow has been
revised to give more speed-enhancing
reflex to the riser. The ShadowCat
Extreme SE is the “hunting” version
you’ll see when you open the 2006
Martin Catalog. That bow uses SE limb
cups to sharply sweep the 14 inch limbs
back, and is teamed with the single
Dyna-Cam. Martin can build this bow
many different ways if you want to order
through the “custom shop,” but is cataloging just the versions that perform
best and are most popular. On the target
side, you’ll see a ShadowCat Extreme
with the long Elite recurve limbs, tipped
by twin Nitrous cams.
I know just writing about the various
limb and cam choices was confusing in
the past, so I agreed with the firm’s decision to simplify things for dealers and
consumers and and the production staff.
“Last year we really stepped back and
looked at what people prefer and what
versions sales are big in,” Ryan said. “We
tested that concept out in the 2005 catalog, so you can expect the 2006 catalog
to do even more to point people in the
right direction.”
We’ve written only about Pro Series
models here, but Martin has an extensive Gold Series line available through
all channels, and is the
biggest U.S. producer of tra- Martin was
ditional bows. Those are able to trim about
more good reasons to call if 3/4 of a pound
from the hot-selling
you are interested in receivSlayer. A revised grip
ing a 2006 dealer package and angle and improved Vibration
a visit from the Martin sales Escape Modules are also part
representatives.
of what’s now the Slayer Extreme.
Circle 183 on Response Card
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Rytera Is New Premium Bow Line

T

he sophisticated riser at right is part of what you’ll
see on the new Triad, one of two models being
used to launch the Rytera brand. Rytera is backed
by Martin Archery, with more than half a century behind
it, but if these new bows are any indication Rytera is definitely focused on the future.
The name Rytera is a combination of the letters of
the first names of the line’s lead designers, Terry Martin
and his son Ryan. Terry said because Martin has long
supplied bows at every price point, its high end models
may not get the attention they deserve. Someone shopping for a bow in the $700 range is more likely to think
first of a Mathews or Hoyt than a Martin.
“It’s like GM building both Chevrolets and Cadillacs,”
Terry said when asked for the justification of spinning off
a new, high end bow brand. Chevrolet builds many fine
cars in the $20,000 range, but Cadillac owners are happy
to pay far more. “It’s a lot about image, the guy that buys
the Armani shirt versus the guy that buys the Sears shirt,”
the vice president and head of R&D said.
While Rytera bows start out with features and
patents that have been proven in Martin designs, their
pricing gives Terry and Ryan a wider range to work in.
“This is a great opportunity for us,” Terry said, since they
didn’t have to worry about how long it would take to
machine a Triad riser, only whether what they dreamed
and drew could actually be duplicated in metal. The riser
detail we’re showing at right is from rapid prototyping
process that uses a computer-guided laser beam to harden a polymer. Terry said the actual machined aluminum
riser, with contrasting Vibration Escape Modules filling
in some of the openings, “will look like a work of art.”
The Triad and the BulletX, shown in finished form on
the next page,
will be offered in
single cam and
twin cam versions.
Where
Mathews bows
all use Solocams
and the Hoyts are
controlled by the
Cam & 1/2 and
its derivatives,
Rytera dealers
will
have
a
choice of two of
the three main
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Circle 44 on Response Card

power systems. You can
see that while the 14inch Triad limbs are
going to come off the
riser at a moderate
angle, the BulletX limbs
will be about parallel
when that bow is drawn.
The BulletX combines a
very long, curving riser
that has plenty of “air”
showing, with limbs
shorter than anything
the Yakima plant is currently making. Those
limbs have to be short to
accept that radical angle
without building the
brace height so high that
speed is compromised.
“We’re really concentrating to get these Rytera
Triad
models to be as smooth
riser
as possible, and still have
the speed up in the 300
to 310 fps range,” Ryan said.
Just behind the limb butts the designers have
mounted new versions of the Vibration Escape Modules
(or VEM). Unlike the all-polymer models Martin has
used in past years, the Rytera bows get a new, lower-profile style where a metal weight is suspended inside. You
can feel the weight behind the soft, gray dome, which
sticks out less than the older VEMs. Additional vibration
tamers are mounted on the strings and inside the limbs.
Draw weights will be adjustable down by 15 pounds,
at least on the single cam versions of these new bows.
You’ll be able to crank them up to 50, 60 or 70 pounds.
Mossy Oak New Break-Up will cover the hunting models:
among the target finishes will be the striking Black
Nickel that was introduced at the 2005 ATA Show in
Indianapolis.
You’ll find the Rytera bows in a section of the Martin
booth in Atlanta this January, but whether you can order
them depends on your Martin Sales Representatives.
This line has stricter standards than the Pro Series, and
will have its own contract. Just because you’ve been
approved as a Pro Series dealer doesn’t mean you’ll be
able to carry the Rytera line in its premier season. On the
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other hand, dealers who carry other premium lines
and want Rytera don’t have to add the Martin Pro
Series to qualify.
I asked both Ryan and Terry how they thought
Rytera would go over with retailers and consumers, considering there are so many bow
brands, large and small, to choose from now.
“There are only two models this first year, but
they’re vastly different from each other,”Ryan said.
“We’re very excited about it here. We’ve got the marketing behind it, we’ve got our rep groups in place.
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We’re going to kick off the new model year with a sales
meeting on October 15, and then we’ll send the sales representatives out across the country with their new information and their samples.”
Sales reps for Rytera have a very good deal they can
put in front of interested retailers. When the first production models come out, Rytera dealers can receive a
BulletX on a 90-day guaranteed sale. “They can have it
on display in their shop for free,” Ryan said. “If they
don’t sell it, they can call us, get a UPS call tag and it
costs them nothing to have the bow picked up and
returned to us.”
Terry Martin isn’t expecting to see any BulletX models returned, because after all this isn’t a new company
testing the waters. “Rytera Elite Series high performance bows are a new brand from Martin Archery,”
Terry said, which has stood behind its products since
1951. “A lot of bow brands have come and gone since
then. Some have gained sales by offering ‘lifetime’ warranties, until the dealers found out it meant the lifetime
of the company and not the user. These companies that
come and go leave the dealers with a black eye with the
customers. And then if the dealer has bought too heavily into them, maybe they can’t pay their bills to other
manufacturers either. Everybody in the industry is getting hurt that way.”
“For Martin Archery, this new brand gives us more
exposure in the pro shop,” Terry said, with bows he
believes offer more to the consumer than some brands
do. “We’re using proven features we’ve adapted to
Rytera. We know they’re not coming back.”

Official
Targets

at Unofficial
Prices
Call your Dealer and ask for Maple Leaf Press Targets!
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